The even-even Selenium isotopes in the A ∼80 mass region and the general features of its structure have been investigated within the framework of the interacting boson model-2. The neutron proton version of the model has been applied to the Se (A = 74 to 80) isotopes with emphasis on the description of the 0 + 1 , 2 + 1 , 0 + 2 , 2 + 2 and 4 + 1 states. The energy levels, B(E2) and B(M1) electromagnetic transition probabilities were calculated. The results of these calculations were compared with previous experimental results and were shown to be in good agreement. 
Introduction
The light even-even Se isotopes (Z = 34, N = 40 − 46) lie in transitional neutron-deficient nuclei where strong variation in collective properties has been observed as a function of neutron and proton numbers. These light isotopes exist between the semi-closed shell at the magic, N = 40 and N = 50, and their low-lying states in the mass region. The Selenium isotopes have been extensively studied by using the interacting boson model (IBM) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] since these isotopes are nearly spherical and their low-lying energy levels structures show vibrational features. During the last decade, the above mentioned in addition to the isotopes of neighboring nuclei of selenium have been widely studied by using the same model [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Furthermore, IBM has become a useful tool in view of the collective properties of nuclei. The neutron-proton version (IBM-2) of this model in particular has been applied efficiently to the light isotopes of Se, with emphasis primarily on the description of energy levels [1, 3, 4] . In the present paper, the energy levels have been successfully calculated for Se isotopes in A ∼ 80 mass region. In addition, by comparing these values with experimental results, one can demonstrate reproducibility for the theoretical results in the spectra corresponding to 40 < N < 50 nuclei, with the Hamiltonian parameters. However, electromagnetic transition probabilities have been also calculated by using the fitted proton and neutron effective boson charges (for B(E2)) and the fitted π ν proton and neutron boson -factors (for B(M1)). All results calculated were compared with previous experimental findings and were shown to be in good agreement with experimental results. In the following two sections theoretical backgrounds are presented. In Section 4, we discuss the results and finally, the conclusions are briefly summarized in Section 5.
Interacting boson model (IBM)
The structure of nuclei is generally understood on the basis of the shell model emphasizing independent particle movement and the collective model using a very restricted number of coordinates. However, there are many unanswered questions relating to the interplay of particle and collective degrees of freedom [13] . IBM was introduced in an attempt to describe in a combining way of collective properties of nuclei. This model has been the subject of many investigations and it has been extended to cover most aspects of nuclear structure. IBM originated from early ideas of Feshbach and Iachello [14] to describe the existence of collective excitation states in light nuclei in terms of interacting boson. The latter descriptions were subsequently cast into a different mathematical form to formulate a general framework about limit cases of group theory. Firstly, Arima and Iachello [15] described SU (6) limit to understand collective nuclear states as representations of SU(6), or rather U(6) group. Then, they explored in detail the vibrational [16] and rotational limit [17] and gave algebraic expressions for energies and transition matrix elements. In addition, Scholten et al. [18] presented a phenomenal analysis of the transition from vibrational limit to rotational limit (from SU(5) to SU(3)) of IBM to show this model can be used to calculate energies, electromagnetic transition probabilities etc. This provided a framework for a microscopic description of collective quadrupole states in nuclei and stimulated a large number of theoretical investigations [19] . The major new development was the realization that the bosons could be interpreted as nucleon pairs [20] .
A consequence of this investigation is that, since one expected neutron and proton pairs, one is led to consider a model with two types of bosons, proton bosons and neutron bosons [21, 22] . In order to make the distinction between proton and neutron bosons more apparent, the resulting model is called IBM-2 [20] . This model was originally introduced by Otsuka and Ginocchio [23] , following earlier ideas of Iachello and Talmi [21] . The IBM [14] provides a unified description of collective nuclear states in terms of a system of interacting bosons. When no distinction between the proton and neutron pairs is made, the IBM is referred to as IBM-1. However, if protons and neutrons are explicitly introduced then the model is known as IBM-2. The separation of the neutron (ν) and proton (π) bosons is the most important advantage of the IBM-2 [24] , over the IBM-1, as well as calculating energies, E2 and M1 transitions between low-lying collective states [2] .
The model with a single and simple Hamiltonian [2] is a valuable tool to understand the collective properties of nuclei spanning a large variety of their structures [15, 20] . The simplest version of IBM is assumed that low-lying collective states in medium and heavy even-even nuclei [25] and IBM-1 are defined as a system of N bosons. IBM-2, the neutron proton version of this model, has been applied on some light nuclei (A ∼ 80 region) [6] . Each of bosons have angular momentum 0 and 2 [13] and proton (neutron) pairs are treated as bosons. Proton (neutron) bosons with angular momentum L=0 (J P =0 + ) are denoted by π ( υ ) and are called s-bosons, while proton (neutron) bosons with angular momentum L=2 (J P =2 + ) are denoted by π ( υ ) and are called -bosons [13] . Low-lying collective states in medium and heavy even-even nuclei are dominated with the valence protons and the valence neutrons [25] . The shell closures for the even-even Selenium isotopes (Z = 34, N = 40 to 46) is situated away from both the proton closed shell number at 28 and neutron closed shell at 50. In this study, two calculations for energy levels of 74 76 78 80
Se isotopes have been done by using two different parameters of the IBM-2 Hamiltonian [10, 20] . The main purpose of these processes is to investigate the importance of the Majorana operator in IBM-2 Hamiltonian. The "Majorana force" has some effects on the position of unnatural parity states [8, 9] 
IBM-2 Hamiltonian
The IBM-2 Hamiltonian is written as [2] 
where H π , H ν are the proton and the neutron boson Hamiltonian, and the last term V πν is the proton-neutron interaction. Calculations for Se isotopes have been performed by using a basic Hamiltonian, which can be written as [3] 
where ε denotes the binding energy for the d bosons and ε π ν is deviations from this value for the proton and neutron d bosons, respectively. The total number of proton and neutron bosons is conserved in the first two terms. The third term Q π ν quadrupole operators (can be called as quadrupole force [26] ), which contain the deformation parameters χ π ν , are connected to each other by the parameter, κ. The proton-neutron quadrupole operator is defined as [1]
where the parameterχ ρ determines the ratio of two terms. The last term M is responsible of the symmetry energy on the nucleon-nucleon interaction [22] . M denotes the Majorana interaction operator with the strength parameter " ". This parameter determines the situation of levels of mixed proton-neutron symmetry [22] , this term can also be called the Majorana force and is given by [26, 27] 
If this strength parameter equals zero, i.e. = 0 in Eq. (2), Majorana parameters cannot be used and the nonvanishing values for ε π ε ν are used in the input file of NPBOS [28, 29] which is termed here as Cal. 1 (Table  1 for Cal. 1). When = 0, Majorana parameters can be used, but ε π ε ν cannot be used in the input file of NPBOS [28, 29] , as Calculation 2 ( Table 2 for Cal. 2). All these calculations have been performed using the computer program NPBOS written by Otsuka and Yoshida [28] . 78 Se and 80 Se isotopes in Table 2 . The other three parameters ( κ, χ π and χ υ ) exhibit similar attitudes with the Table 1 . There exist additional parameters in the Table 2 (like C Lπ , C Lυ with L=0, 2, 4 and ξ with =1,2,3) that are different from the Table 1 but parameters for ε π and ε υ do not exist in the Table 2 . Little has been discussed about this in this paper after Eq. (4). The C Lπ and C Lυ are always called interaction parameters about V πυ proton-neutron interaction term, seen in the Eq. (1). These parameters (C 0π = C 0υ and C 4π = C 4υ ) are totally equal for each neutron ( ν) and proton ( π) bosons, for angular momenta L=0 and L=4, respectively. In addition, the three Majorana parameters influence the energy of mixed-symmetric energy levels [2] . The parameters ξ 1 and ξ 3 can be equal because these terms correspond to seniority-conserving matrix elements. However, the parameter ξ 2 is a completely different from the other two parameters ( ξ 1 and ξ 3 ) in the Majorana force. The ξ 2 parameter particularly decreases the number of the neutron d boson (shown in Table 2 ) because the ξ 2 term corresponds to a matrix element where the seniority in the neutron and proton sector of the space changes [26] , as seen Eq. (4).
Results and discussion
In this section we discuss two calculations of these lowlying states to analyze Majorana parameters and compare them with the available experimental data (shown in Table 3 and also plotted in Fig. 1 ). The second calculated energy levels are generally in better agreement with experimental data compared to the initial energy levels calculations. This shows that Majorana parameters have important effects on the IBM-2 studies because of their influence towards improving the position at unnatural parity levels and effects on the symmetry energy of the mixed proton-neutron interaction [8, 9, 22] . As shown in Table 3 Fig. 1 and also compare all calculated values with experimental data. In general, we may say that IBM-2 is a very useful model especially for low-lying states in the A ∼ 80 mass region.
The calculations of the electromagnetic transitions give a good test of the nuclear structural model wave functions [2] . In this section, firstly we have determined proton and neutron effective charges by normalizing to the experimental values for B(E2 
where Se isotopes are compared with experimental data in Table 4 . The calculations have been done according to the second calculated energy levels because it is superior than the first. As seen in Table 4 [3] . IBM-2 including neutron-proton interaction provides a natural mechanism for description of M1 properties. The M1 and magnetic moment operators [3] are given by
where the first term T (M1 µ) represents the total angular momentum operator The determined boson g π and g ν factors have been listed in 
Conclusions
A systematic investigation of the 74 76 78 80 Se isotopes has been carried out in the IBM-2 framework. Two sets of calculations were performed with two parameters group. The second includes Majonara parameters (ξ 1 , ξ 2 and ξ 3 ) and first group does not. We have computed two sets of calculations in order to asses the importance of these parameters in IBM-2 Hamiltonian. Se isotopes are also in good agreement with the experimental data. Our studies indicate that IBM-2 can account for the low-lying band structure of these isotopes. 
